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ABSTRACT
Boosting techniques have been widely adopted in commercial multicore and manycore systems, mainly because they provide means to satisfy performance requirements surges, for one or more cores, at run-time. Current boosting techniques select the boosting levels (for boosted cores) and the throttle-down levels (for non-boosted cores) either arbitrarily or through step-wise control approaches. These methods might result in unnecessary performance losses for the non-boosted cores, in short boosting intervals, in failing to satisfy the required performance surges, or in unnecessary high power and energy consumption. This paper presents an efficient and lightweight run-time boosting technique based on transient temperature estimation, called seBoost. Our technique guarantees meeting the performance requirements surges at run-time, thus maximizing the boosting time with a minimum loss of performance for the non-boosted cores.

1. INTRODUCTION
When executing a set of applications on a multicore or manycore system, it is common that at some moment one or more application threads need to increase their performance during some time, mostly due to performance requirements surges (peaks) at run-time. For example, this could happen in a video face recognition application when suddenly a crowd of people enter the frame [21]. Furthermore, many applications could need run-time performance surges concurrently, but such run-time requirements, although overlapping, might arrive at different times or have different durations. Boosting techniques provide the system with the means to satisfy these run-time performance requirements surges, and have therefore been widely adopted in commercial multicore and manycore systems. Namely, through Dynamic Voltage and Frequency Scaling (DVFS), boosting techniques, e.g., Intel’s Turbo Boost [3,10,11,17] and AMD’s Turbo CORE [14], allow the system to run some cores in the chip at high voltage and frequency (VF) levels during short time intervals, even at the cost of exceeding standard operating power budgets, e.g., the Thermal Design Power (TDP). Given that executing some cores at high VF levels increases their power consumption, boosting normally results in an increment of the temperature of these cores through time. Due to this temperature increase, once the highest temperature among all cores reaches a predefined threshold, the system must either return to nominal operation (needing some cooldown time before another boosting interval), or use some closed-loop control to oscillate around the threshold (prolonging the boosting time).

Careful decisions must be taken when selecting the boosting levels. Otherwise, the temperature on the chip may raise very quickly and the performance requirements surges might not be satisfied. For example, when some applications receive a run-time boosting requirement, normally the applications that do not require boosting at this time are momentarily considered to have less priority. This implies that these applications’ cores could be momentarily throttled-down, that is, reduce their voltage and frequency levels. Failing to throttle-down the cores of such non-boosting applications may result in not satisfying the performance requirements surges due to a rapid raise in the temperature, while excessive throttling-down will result in unnecessary overall performance penalties to the system. The following motivational example (results in Figure 1) provides further insight into the impact of boosting on temperature and performance.

Motivational Example: For simplicity of presentation, consider a system with 16 cores† with size $3.2 \times 3.0 \text{mm}$,  

†Alpha 21264 cores in 22nm, simulated with McPAT [12].

Figure 1: Motivational example for three different boosting techniques. The red line shows the maximum temperature among all cores (left axis). The performance of the applications is measured in Giga-Instruction Per Second (GIPS).
arranged in 4 rows and 4 columns. Assume a critical temperature of $80^\circ$C, and a cooling solution from HotSpot’s [9] default configuration. Consider that the system is executing two applications from the Parsec benchmark suite [1], specifically, an H.264 video encoder and a body track application, each running 8 parallel dependent threads (one thread per core). At nominal operation we assume that all cores are running at 3 GHz, and we conduct simulations with gem5 [2], McPAT [12], and HotSpot [9] to obtain performance, power, and temperature traces, respectively.

At 0.1 s after starting execution, the body track application needs to boost its performance. Particularly, all 8 cores running this application need to be boosted to 3.7 GHz. The required boosting time is not precisely given, but it is expected to last no more than 0.25 s. Figure 1 presents simulation results corresponding to the maximum temperature among all cores as a function of time, for three different boosting methods. Boosting method A simply decides to fully throttle-down the H.264 application to the slower available frequency, that is, 0.1 GHz. Thus, the body track application is able to be boosted during 0.25 s at the required frequency, but the H.264 application is only able to achieve 3% of its nominal performance. Boosting method B decides to keep running the H.264 application at its nominal values. Hence, although now the H.264 application suffers no performance losses, in this case the body track application can only be boosted to 3.7 GHz during 0.1 s, reducing the boosting time compared to method A. Contrarily, boosting method C intelligently selects to throttle-down the H.264 application to 2.5 GHz. In this way, the body track application is able to be boosted to the required 3.7 GHz during the full 0.25 s, precisely reaching the critical temperature at the end of the maximum required boosting time. Moreover, the H.264 application is able to achieve 84% of its nominal performance under boosting method C.

This motivational example shows the necessity of an efficient boosting method. Nevertheless, until now existing boosting techniques have neglected to make such careful decisions when choosing the boosting levels and the duration of the boosting interval, and this remains an open problem.

**Objective:** The objective of this paper is to present an efficient and lightweight run-time boosting technique that guarantees meeting the run-time requirements surges, with minimum performance losses for the applications/threads running on the non-boosted cores. Furthermore, our technique, called seBoost (from Selective Boosting) is also capable of refining the boosting decisions when, in the middle of a boosting interval, other applications/threads receive additional (concurrent) boosting requirements. Moreover, given that the continuous increasing performance demands and the power budget constraints have lead to the emergence of heterogeneous architectures [20], seBoost is natively developed to handle heterogeneity.

For the run-time performance requirements surges, there are two parameters to consider: (1) the required VF levels and (2) the duration of the surges. For the VF levels of the cores requiring boosting, we consider two cases: (1a) that they are given, and (1b) that they are unknown. For the former (1a), we focus on minimizing the performance losses of the non-boosted cores while satisfying the required VF levels of the boosted cores. For the latter (1b), maximizing the VF levels of the boosted cores has higher priority.

Thus, we focus on minimizing the performance losses of the non-boosted cores only if the boosted cores can all run at maximum frequency. Otherwise, the non-boosted cores are throttled-down completely, and we run the boosted cores at the highest possible frequencies. With respect to the duration of the surges, we also consider two cases: (2a) that the maximum expected duration of the surges is known, and (2b) that they are unknown. For the former (2a), the goal is to boost for as long as possible under this maximum expected duration. For the latter (2b), we assume that the surges can last for a very long time, thus the goal is to boost indefinitely.

**Our Contributions:** Based on the above discussions,

- For given required VF levels and a maximum boosting time requirement, we derive an efficient and lightweight run-time algorithm that selects the throttle-down levels for the non-boosted cores, such that the boosted cores execute at the required VF levels during the entire maximum expected boosting time, and the non-boosted cores do not suffer unnecessary performance losses.
- We extend the previous algorithm to consider cases in which the maximum boosting time is given, but the required VF levels are unknown. This algorithm tries to maximize the VF levels of the cores requiring boosting during the entire maximum expected boosting time, again minimizing the performance losses for the non-boosted cores. For this case maximizing the VF levels of the boosted cores is with higher priority.
- Finally, we extend our two previous algorithms to consider cases in which the maximum expected boosting time is unknown. In these scenarios, the goal is to find VF levels that can be sustained indefinitely.

2. RELATED WORK

Intel’s Turbo Boost [3, 4, 10, 11, 17] allows cores to run at high VF levels when there is available headroom within power, current, and temperature constraints. Namely, when the system requires a performance surge, if the measured temperature, power, and current are below the constraints, the cores boost their VF levels in single steps (within a control period) until it reaches an upper limit dictated by the number of active cores. Similarly, if the temperature, power, or current violates the constraints, the cores reduce their VF levels in single steps until the constraints are satisfied or the
nominal VF values are reached. Furthermore, when Intel’s Turbo Boost is triggered, normally all active cores in the chip operate at the same VF levels, and throttling-down a few cores with low priority applications/threads is not always allowed. Figure 2 shows Turbo Boost’s behavior for the motivational example in Section 1. Here, although the H.264 application suffers no losses and the body track application runs faster than its nominal frequency, the latter fails to meet its run-time requirements, only running at 3.7 GHz for merely 0.01 s out of the required 0.25 s.

Computation sprinting [16] proposes dealing with run-time surges via parallelism, by activating cores that are normally power-gated during short time bursts (typically shorter than 1 s). Boosting through DVFS is intentionally discouraged, motivated by the ideal linear relation between power and performance expected when activating several cores at equal VF levels, compared to the power consumption for achieving the same performance in less cores at higher VF values. Although this is a valid point, waking up cores from power-gated or deep-sleep modes, plus the correspondent thread migrations may result in significant overheads, particularly considering the short duration of the sprinting periods. Furthermore, [16] fails to provide methods to select the number of sprinting cores to find a compromise between the sprinting performance and the sprinting time, and ignores the possibility of power-gating cores with lower priority applications/threads to prolong the sprinting time.

The work in [5] proposes a proactive temperature management method based on temperature prediction using Autoregressive Moving Average (ARMA) modeling, which estimates temperature based on past temperature measurements. Nevertheless, although the model is updated at run-time when workload changes are detected, since ARMA relies on past temperature measurements, it is not well suited for fast temperature prediction caused by drastic power changes.

The work in [7] presents a run-time thermal management technique based on RC thermal networks that aims to minimize the latest completion time among the applications. Using convex optimization, the authors first derive an optimal solution with a too high time complexity for run-time usage. By exploiting the structure of certain matrices in their convex optimization formulation, the authors present an approximated solution which is 20 times faster than their convex optimization approach. Unfortunately, this technique still needs more than 15 ms to compute the VF levels of each core, which is not fast enough for dealing with short run-time performance surges in manycore systems.

From the discussed related work, we observe that there exists no lightweight technique that efficiently selects the cores’ VF levels based on future temperature estimation that guarantees meeting run-time performance requirements surges.

3. SYSTEM MODEL

This section reviews the hardware, thermal, and application model adopted for the rest of the paper.

3.1 Hardware Model

We focus on a system of M heterogeneous cores. Every core has Dynamic Voltage and Frequency Scaling (DVFS) capabilities at a core level, that is, the voltage and frequency of every core is independent to the settings of other cores, and they can be changed at any given point. For a core to support stable execution at a specific frequency, the core’s voltage has to be set above a minimum value. This minimum voltage is different for every frequency, and higher frequencies have higher minimum voltage levels. For a given frequency, using a voltage level higher than the minimum consumes unnecessary power. Thus, instead of considering all possible voltage and frequency combinations, we consider voltage and frequency pairs in which the voltage is set to the minimum accepted value for the specified frequency. Naturally, due to the core heterogeneity, there is a different set of VF pairs for each core, and we define them as \( \{ F^0, F^1, F^2, \ldots, F^M \} \) for all \( i = 1, 2, \ldots, M \) cores, such that \( H_i \) is the number of VF pairs for core \( c_i \). The specific VF pair used at a given moment by core \( c_i \) is denoted as \( F^S_i \), where \( 1 \leq S_i \leq H_i \) if core \( c_i \) is active, and \( S_i = 0 \) if core \( c_i \) is inactive (in some low-power mode, e.g., power-gated).

Moreover, there is a maximum chip power constraint, \( P_{\text{max}} \), and a maximum chip current constraint, \( I_{\text{max}} \). These are electrical constraints that cannot be exceeded, for example, from the capacity of the power supply or the wire thickness.

3.2 Thermal Model

For our thermal model, based on the well-known duality between thermal and electrical circuits, we assume a given RC thermal network modeled from the chip and cooling solution. Any thermal modeling tool can be used to derive the RC thermal network, e.g., HotSpot [9]. An RC thermal network consists on \( N \) thermal nodes. Matrix \( B = [b_{i,j}]_{N \times N} \) represents the thermal conductances between neighboring nodes. In order to account for the effects of the transient temperatures, each thermal node is associated to a thermal capacitance, and all the capacitances are represented in matrix \( A = [a_{i,j}]_{N \times N} \). The ambient temperature, defined as \( T_{\text{amb}} \), is considered to be constant and hence there is no capacitance associated to it. Column vector \( G = [g_i]_{N \times 1} \) represents the thermal conductance between each thermal node and the ambient temperature. The power consumptions of the nodes are considered to be heat sources, represented by column vector \( P = [p_i]_{N \times 1} \). By defining matrix \( C = -A^{-1}B \), the temperature on every node can be computed through a system of \( N \) first-order differential equations [15], specifically,

\[
T' = CT + A^{-1}P + T_{\text{amb}}A^{-1}G,
\]

where column vector \( T = [T_i(t)]_{N \times 1} \) represents the temperature on every thermal node at time \( t \), and column vector \( T' = [T'_i(t)]_{N \times 1} \) contains the first-order derivative of the temperature on every thermal node with respect to time. Without loss of generality, we assume that the \( N \) thermal nodes in the RC thermal network are ordered in such a way that the first \( M \) nodes correspond to the \( M \) heterogeneous cores.

From the work in [15], the steady-state temperature on node \( k \), defined as \( T_{\text{steady}} \), can be computed as

\[
T_{\text{steady}} = \sum_{j=1}^{N} b^{-1} k,j \cdot p_j + T_{\text{amb}} \sum_{j=1}^{N} b^{-1} k,j \cdot g_j,
\]

where \( B^{-1} = [b^{-1} k,j]_{N \times N} \) is the inverse of matrix \( B \).

Based on [13], the work in [15] also presents an analytical method to compute the transient temperature on node \( k \) as
a function of time, defined as \( T_k(t) \), and computed as

\[
T_k(t) = T_{\text{steady},k} + \sum_{i=1}^{N} \sum_{j=1}^{N} \sum_{i,j} T_{\text{init},j} - T_{\text{steady},j} \, ,
\]

(3)

where column vector \( T_{\text{init}} = [T_{\text{init},k}]_{N \times 1} \) holds the initial temperatures on all thermal nodes at \( t_0 = 0 \), \( \{\lambda_1, \lambda_2, \ldots, \lambda_N\} \) are the eigenvalues of matrix \( C \), \( v_{k,i} \) corresponds to an element in matrix \( V = [v_{k,i}]_{N \times N} \) which contains the eigenvectors for matrix \( C \), and \( z_{i,j} \) corresponds an element in matrix \( V^{-1} = [z_{i,j}]_{N \times N} \), which is the inverse of matrix \( V \).

### 3.3 Application Model

We consider \( L \) multi-threaded applications, where every application can be mapped to a single core (single thread) or to several cores (parallel dependent threads). Every core can be mapped with one or more application threads (multi-tasking). Through experimental evaluation, we assume to have given input tables with power profiles for every thread of every application, for all levels of thread parallelism and for all available voltage and frequency pairs of each different core (due to core heterogeneity). Hence, for a given mapping of applications to physical cores, we define function \( P_{c_i}(S_i) \) which returns the power consumption for core \( c_i \) running at \( F_{S_i}^c \). When \( S_i = 0 \), function \( P_{c_i}(S_i) \) returns the power consumption for the corresponding low-power mode. If more than one application/thread is mapped to core \( c_i \), function \( I_{c_i}(S_i) \) returns the highest power among the power values of all the applications/threads mapped to \( c_i \). Similarly, for the same mapping, function \( I_{c_i}(S_i) \) returns the current consumed by core \( c_i \) running at \( F_{S_i}^c \).

Furthermore, with respect to the effects of temperature on leakage currents and leakage power consumption, we consider that the current and power profile tables are obtained (or modeled) at the critical temperature \( T_{\text{crit}} \). In this way, our algorithms are able to make decisions considering safe margins with respect to leakage power and leakage currents.

When an application requires a run-time surge in performance, we assume that there are certain scenarios in which the maximum expected duration of the surges is known or can be estimated. This information can be very useful when deciding the VF boosting levels, thus we assume it to be a system-level abstraction, and we consider it as input to our algorithms in Section 5.1 and Section 5.2. To specify the maximum expected boosting time requirement, historic profiling under different workloads could be used. That is, it might not be possible to predict when a certain kind of workload will arrive, however, the system can potentially estimate the duration of a performance surge based on the workload type once the workload has arrived. For example, for a signal processing application, the application might not be able to predict when a new signal will arrive, however, the application could estimate how much time it will require to process a new signal based on the size of the data. Another potential way is through application phase-classification [19], that is, critical workload phases might need maximum boosting levels during the phase and the duration of each phase can be profiled offline. Nevertheless, although the duration of a phase can be estimated, it might not be possible to predict when each phase will need to be executed. Moreover, in Section 5.3, we provide extensions to consider cases in which the maximum expected boosting times cannot be specified.
5. SEBOOST: SELECTIVE BOOSTING

5.1 Given Required Boosting Levels

For this case, the required VF levels of the cores that need boosting are given, together with the duration of the maximum expected boosting time. From the power profiles, according to the threads and applications mapped to each core, we know the power consumptions of every core for all possible VF settings. Thus, using Equation (2) and Equation (3), we can estimate the temperature behavior on all cores after selecting their VF levels. Specifically, we can compute the temperature on every core at time \( t_1 \) after selecting the throttle-down levels of all non-boosted cores.

Our proposed seBoost solution, presented in Algorithm 1, is based on a binary search like approach. Namely, seBoost sets the VF levels of the boosted cores for the given \( F_{R_i} \) requirements for all \( i \in W \). Then, applying binary search proportional to the nominal VF values on each core, seBoost tests a limited number of combinations of VF levels for the non-boosted cores. Estimating the temperatures at \( t_1 \) through Equation (2) and Equation (3), seBoost selects the combination that resulted in the highest VF pairs such that \( \max_{i=1,2,...,M} (\sum_{k=1}^{M} T_{i}(t_1)) \leq T_{\text{crit}} \), and both \( P_{\text{max}} \) and \( I_{\text{max}} \) are not exceeded.

Algorithm 1 is described in detail as follows. Lines 1 to 12 set the initial conditions. That is, the search area for each core is initialized proportional to its nominal frequency, index \( h \) keeps track of the core with the largest search area, and the selected frequencies indices \( S_i \) are set to: \( R_i \) for the boosted cores, to the minimum frequencies (that is, 1) for the non-boosted cores (in case all combinations violate \( P_{\text{max}}, I_{\text{max}}, \text{ or } T_{\text{crit}} \) before \( t_1 \)), and to 0 for the inactive cores. Lines 13 to 30 correspond to proportional binary search loop, whose exit condition depends on the core with the largest search area. Lines 14 to 16 set the midpoint according to the current search area for every core \( c_i \) with \( i \in W \). Here, a maximum is taken between the midpoint and the minimum frequency index 1, because as different cores have search areas with different sizes depending on their nominal frequencies, some cores might finish their search before core \( c_h \). Lines 17 to 19 compute the total current, the total power, and the maximum estimated temperature among all cores at \( t_1 \) using Equations (2) and (3), for the current midpoints of the search. That is, the power values used in Equation (2) come from function \( P_{c_i}(u_{\text{mid}}^{c_i}) \). Then, the next search area is chosen depending on whether all cores remain below or above \( T_{\text{crit}} \) at \( t_1 \), and whether the current and power constraints are satisfied. Line 22 keeps track of the selected indices \( S_i \) that resulted in the highest VF levels such that \( T_{\text{crit}}, P_{\text{max}}, \text{ and } I_{\text{max}} \) were not exceeded. The conditions in lines 23 and 27 guarantee correct search indexes, accounting for the different search area sizes on the cores.

The number of combinations tested by seBoost is merely \( \log (\max_{i \in W} \{ \text{nom}_i \}) \). Contrarily, a brute force algorithm would have tested \( \prod_{i \in W} \text{nom}_i \) combinations. If running all non-boosted cores at their minimum frequencies still exceeds \( P_{\text{max}}, I_{\text{max}}, \text{ or } T_{\text{crit}} \) at time \( t_1 \), then clearly the boosting time interval will be shorter than the maximum expected under the given VF level requirements and initial temperatures.

5.2 Unknown Required Boosting Levels

In this subsection, we consider that the required boosting levels of the cores that need boosting are unknown, but the duration of the maximum expected boosting time is known. For this case, the pseudo-code of seBoost is presented in Algorithm 2. The core computation of Algorithm 2 is based on Algorithm 1 (called as a function), but it requires some additional logic. Namely, by assuming that the boosted cores are set to the maximum VF levels and the non-boosted cores are set to the minimum VF levels, seBoost first verifies if the temperature at \( t_1 \) remains below \( T_{\text{crit}} \), and whether the current and power constraints are satisfied. If this condition holds, this means there exists at least one solution in which all boosted cores can be executed at maximum performance. Thus, since maximizing the performance of the boosted cores is the priority, \( R_i \) is set to \( H_i \) for all \( i \in W \) and we execute
Algorithm 2 seBoost: Unknown Boosting Requirements

Input: \( \{F_{c1}^{\text{nom}}, \ldots, F_{cM}^{\text{nom}}\}, T_{\text{crit}}, t_1, \) and \( W; \)
Output: Voltage/frequency pairs \( F_{S_{\text{nom}}}^{c} \) for all \( i = 1, 2, \ldots, M; \)

1: for all \( i \in W \) do
2: \( S_i \leftarrow H_i; \)
3: end for
4: for all \( i \in W \) do
5: \( S_i \leftarrow 0; \)
6: end for
7: for all \( i \in W \) do
8: \( S_i \leftarrow 1; \)
9: end for
10: \( \sum i \leftarrow \sum_{i=1}^{M} I_{c_i} (u^{\text{mid}}_i); \)
11: \( \sum P \leftarrow \sum_{i=1}^{M} P_{c_i} (u^{\text{mid}}_i); \)
12: \( \max T \leftarrow \max_{k=1, \ldots, M} \{ T_k (t_1) \}; \) \{Eq \( 2 \) \& \( 3 \), for \( P_{c_i} (S_i) \) \}
13: if \( \max T \leq T_{\text{crit}} \) and \( \sum P \leq P_{\text{max}} \) and \( \sum I \leq I_{\text{max}} \) then
14: Call Algorithm 1 with \( W, \) and \( F_{R_i}^{c_i} = F_{H_i}^{c_i} \) for all \( i \in W; \)
15: else
16: Call Algorithm 1 with \( W, \) \( F_{R_i}^{c_i} = F_{H_i}^{c_i} \) for all \( i \in W, \)
17: end if
18: return \( F_{S_1}^{c_1}, F_{S_2}^{c_2}, \ldots, F_{S_M}^{c_M}. \)

Algorithm 1 with set \( W \) to find the VF levels for the non-boosted cores.

Contrarily, if all boosted cores cannot be executed at their maximum VF levels, then we need to find different boosting cores. For this purpose, \( R_i \) is set to 1 for all \( i \in W \) and we execute Algorithm 1 with set \( W, \) instead of set \( W. \) In this way, the non-boosted cores are forced to run as slow as possible, and Algorithm 1 now selects the VF levels of the cores that do require boosting.

5.3 Unknown Maximum Expected Boosting Time

In this subsection, we extend our two previous algorithms to consider cases in which the maximum expected boosting time is unknown. Here, we assume that the surges can last for a very long time, and thus the goal is to find VF levels that can be sustained indefinitely.

Basically, instead of obtaining VF levels that result in transient temperatures for which the maximum temperature among all cores reaches \( T_{\text{crit}} \) precisely at \( t_1 \), now we focus on staying just below \( T_{\text{crit}} \) when \( t \to \infty \), that is, in the steady state, without exceeding \( P_{\text{max}} \) and \( I_{\text{max}} \). Therefore, we only need to make two changes in order to extend our algorithms. First, in Line 19 and Line 12 of Algorithm 1 and Algorithm 2, respectively, we now compute \( T_{\text{steady}} \) through Equation (2) instead of computing \( T_k (t_1) \) through Equation (3), such that \( \max T \leftarrow \max_{k=1, \ldots, M} \{ T_k (t_1) \} \) becomes “\( \max T \leftarrow \max_{k=1, \ldots, M} \{ T_{\text{steady}} \} \)”. Secondly, in Line 20 and Line 13 of Algorithm 1 and Algorithm 2, respectively, since now we want to stay just below \( T_{\text{crit}} \), we change “\( \max T \leq T_{\text{crit}} \)” to “\( \max T < T_{\text{crit}} \)”.

6. CONCURRENCY AND CONTROL LOOP

Algorithms 1 and 2 implicitly assume that all boosted cores have the same maximum expected boosting time. When this is not the case, \( t_1 \) is set to the maximum value among all boosting times. Furthermore, Algorithm 1 (or 2) should be re-executed every time the boosting requirements change. That is, once one or more cores finish their boosted execution, Algorithm 1 (or 2) should be re-executed (now with less cores requiring boosting), in order to improve the overall performance of the system. Similarly, if during a boosting period one or more additional cores require boosting, \( t_1 \) is set to the maximum expected absolute boosting time among all boosted cores, and Algorithm 1 (or 2) is re-executed to adjust the VF levels in order to feasibly boost all required cores: the cores that were already boosted plus the new cores that also require boosting. Figure 4 shows an example with such concurrent boosting requirements.

Furthermore, although the simple closed-loop control system used by Turbo Boost does not guarantee meeting the run-time performance surges, it does provide a simple method to prolong the boosting intervals after the temperature, power, or current constraints were exceeded. For example, even running the non-boosted cores at their minimum frequencies, it is not always possible to satisfy the run-time surges during the entire time requirement, particularly for high initial temperatures. For such cases, it would be very pessimistic to directly return to nominal operation after the temperature, power, or current constraints are exceeded. Thus, \( \text{seBoost} \) can incorporate a simple closed-loop control system like the one used by Turbo Boost which is triggered after any of these constraints is exceeded. This simple control system can then reduce the VF levels of the boosted cores, not longer meeting the requirements surges, but achieving higher performance than at nominal operation.

7. EVALUATIONS

This section presents experimental evaluations conducted with gem5 [2], McPAT [12], and HotSpot [9], plus traces from measurements on an Odroid-XU3 [8] mobile platform with an Exynos 5 Octa (5422) [18] chip. We compare \( \text{seBoost} \) against Turbo Boost [3], and against a simple boosting method that throttles down the non-boosted cores to the slowest frequencies.

7.1 Setup

We consider a heterogeneous 72 core system, shown in Figure 5. The system consists of 24 out-of-order (OOO) Alpha 21264 cores and 16 simple Alpha 21264 cores, based on simulations conducted on gem5 [2] and McPAT [12] for 22 nm, and 16 in-order Cortex-A7 cores and 16 OOO Cortex-A15
cores, based on real measurements on an Odroid-XU3 [8] mobile platform with an Exynos 5 Octa (5422) [18] chip with ARM’s “big.LITTLE” architecture. According to our simulations, each OOO Alpha core has an area of 9.6 mm², and there is a shared 2 MB L2 cache every eight cores. Moreover, each simple Alpha core has an area of 1.6 mm², and there is a shared 2 MB L2 cache every four cores. The areas of the A7 and A15 cores are estimated from die figures of the Exynos 5 Octa (5422) [18] chip as 0.8 mm² and 5.2 mm², respectively. There is a shared 512 KB L2 cache every four A7 cores, and a shared 2 MB L2 cache every four A15 cores. For such an architecture and its corresponding floorplan (Figure 5), we use HotSpot [9] (with its default configuration) to model the RC thermal network, which is required by seBoost to estimate the temperatures through Equations (2) and (3). For the OOO and simple Alpha cores, we assume available frequencies \(0.2, 0.4, \ldots, 4.0\) GHz, and the voltage settings for each frequency are taken from the work in [6]. For the A7 and A15 cores, the available frequencies in the Odroid-XU3 platform are \(0.2, 0.3, \ldots, 1.4\) GHz and \(1.2, 1.3, \ldots, 2.0\) GHz, respectively, and the voltage values are automatically selected by the platform.

For benchmarks, we consider the Parsec benchmark suite [1], where each application can run 1, 2, \ldots, 8 parallel dependent threads on the OOO Alpha cores, and 1, 2, \ldots, 4 parallel dependent threads on the other three types of cores. The ambient temperature is set to 45°C, and we consider a critical temperature of 80°C.

### 7.2 Results

We run the applications from the Parsec benchmark suite under different scenarios. First, we focus on different applications individually, considering multiple instances of the same application, with different number of threads per instance and also different thread-to-core mappings. For each scenario we also consider different arrival periods for the runtime performance surges and different maximum expected boosting times. Details can be found in Table 1. Secondly, we focus on mixed application scenarios, considering several cases with different applications, number of threads and mappings. We consider 10 different scenarios, detailed in Table 2. For each scenario in Table 1 and Table 2, we conduct closed-loop evaluations involving simulations with gem5 [2] and McPAT [12] for the Alpha cores, power and performance traces from real measurements in the Odroid-XU3 platform for the A7 and A15 cores, and thermal simulations with HotSpot [9]. We consider that the nominal frequency for the OOO and simple Alpha cores is 2.0 GHz, and the nominal frequencies for the A7 and A15 cores are 0.8 GHz and 1.5 GHz, respectively. Moreover, for every application scenario, we consider that the system was running for long enough to achieve the steady-state temperatures at nominal frequencies, and we assume these temperatures to be the initial temperature in each case. Given that the Odroid-XU3 platform has no performance counters to measure the total number executed instructions, we use throughput as our performance metric, where throughput is defined as the total number of application instances finished every second. We consider that every time an application instance finishes, another instance is immediately executed under the same mapping and frequency settings. Figure 6 shows an overview of our simulation framework.

Figure 7 shows the timing behavior of each policy for the experiment with individual applications. Indexes \(a, b, c\) and \(d\) represent the cluster ID as explained in Figure 5. Every line corresponds to an application instance executed in the corresponding cluster with the indicated number of threads, where “--” means that a cluster is not executing any application. A super-index enclosed in brackets next to the number of threads implies that the specific application instance will have run-time performance surges, where the target frequency is the number between the brackets (in GHz) and the duration of the surges is detailed in the scenario number column. Here, Boost details the duration of the run-time performance surges, and Period details how often such surges arrive.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Scenario</th>
<th>Alpha OOO</th>
<th>Alpha simple</th>
<th>A15</th>
<th>A7</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>a: 4 threads</td>
<td>b: 4 threads</td>
<td>c: 4 threads</td>
<td>d: 4 threads</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>a: 4 threads</td>
<td>b: 4 threads</td>
<td>c: 4 threads</td>
<td>d: 4 threads</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>a: 4 threads</td>
<td>b: 4 threads</td>
<td>c: 4 threads</td>
<td>d: 4 threads</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>a: 4 threads</td>
<td>b: 4 threads</td>
<td>c: 4 threads</td>
<td>d: 4 threads</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>a: 4 threads</td>
<td>b: 4 threads</td>
<td>c: 4 threads</td>
<td>d: 4 threads</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>a: 4 threads</td>
<td>b: 4 threads</td>
<td>c: 4 threads</td>
<td>d: 4 threads</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>a: 4 threads</td>
<td>b: 4 threads</td>
<td>c: 4 threads</td>
<td>d: 4 threads</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>a: 4 threads</td>
<td>b: 4 threads</td>
<td>c: 4 threads</td>
<td>d: 4 threads</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>a: 4 threads</td>
<td>b: 4 threads</td>
<td>c: 4 threads</td>
<td>d: 4 threads</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>a: 4 threads</td>
<td>b: 4 threads</td>
<td>c: 4 threads</td>
<td>d: 4 threads</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Details of the application mapping scenarios for the experiment with individual applications. Indexes \(a, b, c\) and \(d\) represent the cluster ID as explained in Figure 5. Every line corresponds to an application instance executed in the corresponding cluster with the indicated number of threads, where “--” means that a cluster is not executing any application. A super-index enclosed in brackets next to the number of threads implies that the specific application instance will have run-time performance surges, where the target frequency is the number between the brackets (in GHz) and the duration of the surges is detailed in the scenario number column. Here, Boost details the duration of the run-time performance surges, and Period details how often such surges arrive.
Table 2: Details of the application mapping scenarios for the experiment with mixed applications. This table is very similar to Table 1. The main difference is that here we detail the experiment with mixed applications.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Scenario</th>
<th>Alpha OOO</th>
<th>Alpha simple</th>
<th>A15</th>
<th>A7</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>M1</td>
<td>Boost: ∞</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M2</td>
<td>Boost: 3s</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M3</td>
<td>Boost: 3s</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M4</td>
<td>Boost: 3s</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M5</td>
<td>Boost: 3s</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M6</td>
<td>Boost: 3s</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M7</td>
<td>Boost: 3s</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M8</td>
<td>Boost: 3s</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M9</td>
<td>Boost: 3s</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M10</td>
<td>Boost: 3s</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 7: Timing simulation results for mixed application scenario M6. The red line shows the maximum temperature among all cores (left axis). The added performance of the boosted and non-boosted applications is measured in application instances per second, that is, throughput.

of execution for all scenarios detailed in Table 2 (mixed applications experiment). Specifically, in each figure we can see the percentage of time that the run-time performance requirements were satisfied for each boosting policy, the total average performance for the boosted applications/cores, the total average performance for the non-boosted applications/cores, the total peak power consumption, and the total energy consumption. There are a few cases in which, for the given initial temperatures, it is not possible to satisfy the run-time requirements, and thus neither seBoost or the simple throttling-down method manages to satisfy the requirements 100% of the time. For the rest of the tested cases, seBoost and the simple throttling-down method satisfy the requirements during the entire boosting interval (except for seBoost’s small computation overheads of a few milliseconds), as seen in Figures 8 and 9. Nevertheless, the simple boosting does so while incurring unnecessary losses of performance for the non-boosted applications.

With respect to Turbo Boost, for all tested cases, although it achieves higher average performance than seBoost for the non-boosted cores, Turbo Boost rarely manages to satisfy the run-time requirements during the entire boosting interval, and the specific percentages vary drastically depending on the application scenarios. Furthermore, since Turbo Boost is not aware of the performance the applications require, sometimes it fails to satisfy the run-time requirements during the entire boosting interval because it boosts to VF levels higher than necessary. As seen in Figures 8 and 9, compared to seBoost, the over-boosting incurred by Turbo...
Boost can sometimes result in a higher average performance for the boosted cores. However, the performance gains for using Turbo Boost are relatively very small and arguably unjustified when considering the big increments to the total peak power and energy consumption. For example, Turbo Boost achieves 3% higher boosted average performance for scenario M6, while resulting in a peak power and energy consumption of 105% and 51%, respectively, higher than seBoost.

With respect to the overheads incurred by seBoost, the worst-case measured execution time for seBoost for all tested cases was below 7.5 ms, implemented in software (C++) as a single threaded application. This clearly shows that seBoost is in fact a lightweight technique suitable for run-time usage. Implementing seBoost as a dedicated hardware controller would result in negligible time overheads, specially given that the computations in Algorithms 1 and 2 can be fully parallelized.

8. CONCLUSIONS

This paper presented seBoost, an efficient and lightweight boosting technique based on transient temperature estimation. This technique guarantees meeting run-time performance requirements surges, by executing the boosted cores at the required frequencies for the entire boosting intervals, while throttling down the non-boosted cores. In order to
minimize the performance losses for the non-boosted cores, the throttling down levels are chosen such that the maximum frequencies among all cores reaches the critical temperature precisely when the boosting is expected to expire. Our experiments show that seBoost can in fact guarantee the required performance surges, while the state-of-the-art control techniques fail to constantly satisfy the run-time requirements.
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